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House Blessing PrayerHouse Blessing Prayer
FOR WHEN YOU  LIGHT YOUR CANDLEFOR WHEN YOU  LIGHT YOUR CANDLE

To the Divine Spirit (or Universal Energy, Supreme One etc), in lightingTo the Divine Spirit (or Universal Energy, Supreme One etc), in lighting
this candle we summon love, harmony, peace, and prosperity into ourthis candle we summon love, harmony, peace, and prosperity into our

home. May we be blessed with good health, happiness, success, andhome. May we be blessed with good health, happiness, success, and
abundance. May this home be a sacred dwelling for us and our children.abundance. May this home be a sacred dwelling for us and our children.

May those who visit us feel peace and love. We decree that this home is nowMay those who visit us feel peace and love. We decree that this home is now
shielded from harm, illness, or misfortune. Thank you for bringing divineshielded from harm, illness, or misfortune. Thank you for bringing divine

light, love and energy into our hearts, rooms, and endeavors. Withlight, love and energy into our hearts, rooms, and endeavors. With
tremendous gratitude, we thank you. In full faith, so be it and so it is!"tremendous gratitude, we thank you. In full faith, so be it and so it is!"

Wishing you much happiness, health, love andWishing you much happiness, health, love and
prosperity!prosperity!
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HERE ARE SOME TIPS FOR YOU:HERE ARE SOME TIPS FOR YOU:

Physical health and spirituality go hand in hand. Being the color of nature,Physical health and spirituality go hand in hand. Being the color of nature,
green stimulates growth; both physical and financial. Light five yellowgreen stimulates growth; both physical and financial. Light five yellow
candles every day on your kitchen table for good health. Meditating withcandles every day on your kitchen table for good health. Meditating with
light green candles not only has a positive effect on your physical healthlight green candles not only has a positive effect on your physical health
but will help solve money-related issues.but will help solve money-related issues.

This may sound impossible but candles can do wonders when it comes to easing upThis may sound impossible but candles can do wonders when it comes to easing up
the workload. Not literally, but it will help relieve the emotional burden and you willthe workload. Not literally, but it will help relieve the emotional burden and you will
feel relaxed. Excess of wood energy in the home can make you feel excessivelyfeel relaxed. Excess of wood energy in the home can make you feel excessively
overburdened. Select a nice place on the left side of your home and place nine redoverburdened. Select a nice place on the left side of your home and place nine red
candles in the center. Light them every morning and see how light you feel. Thecandles in the center. Light them every morning and see how light you feel. The
placement of the candles, selection of the place, the color of the candle and its scent,placement of the candles, selection of the place, the color of the candle and its scent,
all play a key role in channeling the energy.all play a key role in channeling the energy.

A 7-day candle is an unscented candle in white or any other color (depending on the purpose) in aA 7-day candle is an unscented candle in white or any other color (depending on the purpose) in a
cylindrical glass container with saints and symbols on the glass. This candle is used as part ofcylindrical glass container with saints and symbols on the glass. This candle is used as part of
religious rituals, meditation, and spiritual routines. To enhance the benefits you can use crystals,religious rituals, meditation, and spiritual routines. To enhance the benefits you can use crystals,
herbs and essential oils. Make an intention and light the candle. You can let the candle burn as longherbs and essential oils. Make an intention and light the candle. You can let the candle burn as long
as you want; either it extinguishes itself or you can extinguish it on the fulfillment of your desire.as you want; either it extinguishes itself or you can extinguish it on the fulfillment of your desire.

A multi-colored spiritual candle has layers of different colored wax. Depending on desire and purposeA multi-colored spiritual candle has layers of different colored wax. Depending on desire and purpose
you can use 1-7 colors of wax. A few of its unlimited uses include: work on different desires in oneyou can use 1-7 colors of wax. A few of its unlimited uses include: work on different desires in one
go, focus on seven different prayers and meditate on seven different chakras to open blockedgo, focus on seven different prayers and meditate on seven different chakras to open blocked
chakras. It is not necessary to work with seven different colors, depending on the requirement youchakras. It is not necessary to work with seven different colors, depending on the requirement you
can put as little as one to seven colors. For money related issues, for example, you can put in justcan put as little as one to seven colors. For money related issues, for example, you can put in just
green and golden colors, both of which are the colors for money.green and golden colors, both of which are the colors for money.

All candles in you receive are blessed with good energy and positive intentions for you andAll candles in you receive are blessed with good energy and positive intentions for you and
your home.your home.

Much LoveMuch Love
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